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1.

Introduction
The use of radio is a recent development in Forestry.

Ten,

or even five years ago, radio communication

in the Forest Service was decidedly experimental in na-

ture and generally not reliable enough to occupy an im-

portant place in communication plans.

Today we see a

very different picture.
For example, six years ago, the Forest Service had
less than a dozen radio sets.

four hundred sets.

(1)

Now it has about twenty-

Five years ago communication to

lookouts and road and trail crews, and communication in
fire suppression was carried on by means of the telephone.
Today, portable and semi-portable radio sets are supple-

menting the telephone in the communication system with
lookouts and road and trail crews.

And,

on the fire line,

portable radio sets have proven to be superior in many
respects to the telephone.

Communication in fire protection is the major use
put to radio by the United States Forest Service and

other agencies
ties,

at present.

In the pre-suppression activi-

cummunication with lookouts, patrolmen, road and

trail crews and fire weather report broadcasts is all

facilitated by the use of radio.

Fire-suppression communication or communication on
the fire lines, is specia]1y

sui4ed

to the recently

2.

Dependability, portabili-

developed Forest Service sets.
ty,

and flexibility of use,

qualities that have been pro-

ven under actual conditions on fires, have made radio an

indispensable means of con-iriDnication on fires.
In the following thesis,
a

I

have endeavored to pres3nt

general picture of radio, as used today by the 1T.S.F.S.,

and State and private agencies.

3.

USES

OF

RADIO

IN

FORESTRY

WORK

One of the major activities of the Forest Service is
the protection of the National Forests from fire; and in

this line of work, one of the important requirements is
that of

a

reliable communication system.

The uses of radio in carrying on forest protection

work can be divided into two main classes, namely, pre-

suppression and suppression activities.
Radio and Pre-suppression Activities
The part that radio is capable of playing in pre-sup-

pression activities is less spectacular than that played
in fire control,

but none the less important.

Radio is rapidly coming to the front as a means of

munication with the lookout system.

corn-

In the National For-

ests of Oregon, Washington and California, many of the

lookouts are now equipped with portable radio sets.

most cases radio is used as a supplement to telephone
munication, but

a

In
corn-

few forests have used radio as the pri-

mary means of contact this past summer.
Radio can play an important part in the lookout system,

particularly on the east-side forests in which the majority of stations are firemen-lookouts.

The dispatcher, or

protective assistant, using one of the semi-portable types
of radio sets may serve as a "centralt',

or clearing sta-

tion for several lookouts equipped with portable type sets.
In this way,

each unit of the ar'ganization is constantly

4.

Again, in periods of special

in touch with affairs.

hazard, emergency lookouts are often stationed, usually

without adequate communication facilities.
a

portable radio fills

a

In this case,

very undesirable gap, thus in-

creasing the efficiency of the lookout system.

Another important place that radio is able to fill in
a

pre-suppression capacity is that of maintaining communi-

cation with maintenance and construction crews.

By being

in constant contact with headquarters, the daily program
of work may be reported,

instructions received for any

special problems that arise, and the crew is instantly

available for fire duty when necessary.

All of this is

possible without the stringing of temporary telephone
lines, which was necessary under the old telephone system.

Broadcasting of daily fire weather reports, which can
be picked up by all key fire suppression and detection

men on a forest is a very valuable aid in fire control
from an administrative standpoint.
men,

Lookouts, lookout fire-

and trail and road crews are able to know at all times

the fire danger in their particular locality.

Radio is also taking an active part in the management
of various camps of the Civilian Conservation Corps.

A

number of these camps in Oregon and Washington are main-

taining daily schedules with Forest Service headquarters
in Vancouver, Washington.

5.

Radio and Fire

Suression

The radio has been a great step in advancement of
corrnìaunication on fires.

On the outbreak of a fire, the

patrolman carries with him to the

c'cene

his compact por-

table radio equipment, which weighs only 15-20 pounds,
and may be carried in his pack.

On arrival at the scene,

he takes stock of the situation,

sets up his outfit and

makes his report to headquarters, all within the space
The number of men needed are then rush-

of a few minutes.
ed to the scene,

a

fire cemp established,

and small por-

table radio outfits set up at strategic points.
Radio communication on fires necessitates careful

planning to coordinate all factors involved.
of this planning is to converge all radio
to avoid confusion

The object

communication

in lines of communication and to cen-

tralize all information and orders pertaining to the fire
to further coordination in the suppression functions.

To do an effectual job of fire suppression the fire

boss must have communication to the fire-line sectors,
line inspectors,

scouts, fire camp, and forest dispatcher.

And as the fire boss must have mobility for the performance
of his duties it is impossible for him to be in constant

communication with these points.

Therefore the point of

convergence of radio communication is set up as a message
center, which is the only point of contact authorized for
all sets used in the suppression of a fire.

.

The following diagram shows the communication authority:

(3)
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The message center is the nerve center of the fire-

control activities.

It receives

all information on fire-

control strategy, fire-control orders,

and location and

amount of manpower and supplies on the fire line, in the
fire camp,

and on call at headquarters.

This information is logged and, when necessary, re-

layed to the proper station.

The information is also

segregated on forms, maps, etc.

(after the general prac-

tice on the unit where the fire occurs), to be readily

available for the guidance of the fire boss and other officers.

The message-center chief is ex-officio fire boss,

as

he is the mouthpiece and information center for the fire-

boss.
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Fire Radio Communication Plan
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The

illustration represents diagreimriatically the lines

of .communication, frequencies, and sets used for cormnuni-

cation between the message center

trol stations.

()

and

all

of the fire-con-
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Communication frequencies are of two types--ultra
hI,c.Dh

The ultra high frequency can be used only

and high.

while
between intervisible or nearly intervisible points,
the high frequency is not dependent on intervisibility.
Therefore,, to obtain maximum efficiency out of both fre-

quencies the message center should be located on a point
area.
having the most direct visibility over the entire fire
It can be located within the fire in a

"cold" area, on a

the
point a considerable distance from the fire or in
fire camp.
It

is

also the duty of the message center chief to

schedule all communication.

The high frequency doesn't

interfere with the ultra high frequency,

and as the sta-

tions are few and widely separated a schedule isn't

usually required.

The following schedule has been found

very efficient on the fire line:

Starting on the hour, three-minute schedule for a
definite sector schedule, followed by seven minutes for
emergency calls and contact with fire boss, line inspectors,

etc.

minutes for

This allows six cycles per hour, or eighteen
s

ector schedule and fifty-two minutes of

open schedule.
The number of sets on the fire line should be governed
by the same factors as is the size of a sector (size of
job,

importance of job, difficulties of travel.)
It is recommended that one set

loted to each sector.

with an operator be al-

The fire boss, line inspectors,
it

and others may find

convenient either to contact the message center through

the sector stations or to carry and operate individual
sets.

The message center personnel should be large enough
to operate both sets and to assist the message center chief
to log and segregate all information.

munication enables

tI-ie

This system of com-

fire boss to supervise all of the

fire-control activities and still be in direct contact

with the latest developments.

He can contact the message

center from numerous places on the fireline with his
or

t!SFFII

set,

any fire-line station or fire cemp,

ustI

and re-

ceive all of the fire information or relay orders to all

fire-line stations, the fire csmp and forest dispatcher.
He also informs the message center of all fire-control

strategy, which enables the message center to confirm all
orders.

The key to the success of any radio communication

plan on fires is the message center chief.
a

He should be

man with the ability to segregate all information and

relay it without delay to the officers concerned, and also
control the communication lines without confusion.

lo.

ONE-WAY VERSUS TWO-WAY
RADIO COMMUNICATION
When considering the installation of radio as a
means of conmiunication in any fire protective organization
the question of whether a one-way or two-way system shall
be employed must be decided.

Either type may be used to

great advantage, but several controlling factors deter-

mine the decision. (2)
The

Ti.

S.

Forest Service is not convinced of the

wisdom of a one-way system--a system which permits no
'answer back."

In most situations it is essential for

the dispatcher to know that the crew has received the mes-

sage and acted upon it.

(1)

ccessibility and existence of established comniunication systems are probably the controlling factors when

determining the desirability of a one-way or two-way radio
system for any given region.
In the Southern Pine Region, where the forest area
is readily accessible by

car or truck, and where a system

of telephone lines can easily be constructed, one-way

radio communication has proven to be cheaper and suff i-

dent for

the local needs.

In Georgia and Florida a one-way radio plan is being

efficiently operated.

Local conditions make it possible

that a large portion of the territory can be covered by
car or truck.

Receivers tuned to the transmitting fre-

11.

quency are mounted directly in the vehicle.

Test calls

are made by the fire dispatcher at frequent intervals
to

assure the man at the receiving end that everything, is

coming through and that this receiver is working.

The

minute a fire is spotted the radio transmitter is turned
on.

The first reading gives the approximate location.

The nearest crew is dispatched to the fire,

and while it

is on its way, usually within three minutes after the first

reading, it will receive accurate location of the fire.

Two-way conununication becomes a necessity in the

mountainous regions, such as the Pacific Northwest, where
quite frequently a smoke chaser must first locate a fire
as

to topographical position in order to direct fire-fight-

ing crews over the shortest and best route.

Also in such

areas where fires often reach extremely lerge proportions
and there is an absence of telephone lines, two-way radio
is necessary to extablish communication with base ôemps and

headquarters.
The principal disadvantages in two-way communication

manifest themselves in many ways.

The transmitter in the

field cannot very well be used in a mobile position unless
the ultra-high frequencies are used, and these frequencies
are good for only a very limited range.

Considerable

valuable time is lost in stretching out an antenna and
getting into communication, and more time is lost in taking down the equipment and packing it up.

Then, too, por-

12.

table transmitting equipment must necessarily be of low
power, yet it is quite expensive.
In conclusion,

it

may be well to state again that

both two-way and one-way radio communication have
in fire protection.

little more bulky,
regions.

a

place

The two-way system, while probably a
can be of more value in inaccessible

And, where an "answer back" is necessary,

way system is the only solution.

On the other hand,

a two

the

one-way system can, and is being used with a high degree
of efficiency where topographical and ground cover con-

ditions permit.

-

13.
FOREST SERVICE RADIOPHONE

Following is

a

UIPMENT

(4)

description of the short-wave radio

equipment developed by the Forest Service for use on the
The weight data are for complete out-

National Forests.

fits ready to put in operation and include batteries.
The high-frequency equipment may be built to operate on

any frequency between 2,000 and 20,000 kilocycles,

al-

though the Forest Service usually operates in the vici-

nity of 3,000 kilocycles.

The ultra-high frequency may

be built to operate on any frequency between 30 and 50
inegacycles, (or 30,000 etc., kilocycles.)

Type P Radio Unit
Transmits code (c.w.) only, but receives both voice
and code.

Its rated working range is 20 miles.

This set

was primarily designed for smokechaser use in extremely

rugged country, where the last word in portability is essential.

The complete unit weighs only about

9

pounds,

but because it does not transmit voice has only a limited

use.

Type

PF

Radiophone

The type PF radiophone transmits and receives both

voice and code.

working range of

It weighs about 15 pounds and has a rated
a

when code is used.

bout 10 miles on voice and 20 miles
The PF was designed primarily for use

by smokechasers and the like where reasonably compact and

TYPE

P F

RADIOPHONE

V

TYPE

P F

RADIOPHONE WITH KITBOX
Figure

3
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portable voice communication is required.

These sets are

often carried by road and trail crews, rangers and other

traveling forest officers, are carried on fire trucks and
1h some instances are made a part of fire outfits of 25-man

size and larger.
PF Kitbox

The type PF kitbox is a small chest containing heavier

batteries than are regu1.rly furnished with the PF radiophone and a half-wave antenna for semi-permanent installation.

A compartment is also provided to house the PF radio-

phone.

The kitbox, batteries and antenna, exclusive of the

The PF kitbox toge-

PF radiophone weighs about 35 pounds.

ther with the PF radiophone were primarily designed to
serve secondary lookouts (lookout-firemen),

small fire

crews, and small construction or maintenance crews.

In

such lookout use the half-wave antenna is permanently ih-

stalled at the lookout and the PF radiophone plugged into
the batteries contained in the PF kitbox.

Then, should

the lookout need to take his radio set to a fire,

it is

only necessary to unplug the PF kitbox battery cable, drop
the set in the PF radiophone bag, which already contains

batteries and a short antenna,

pound voice set ready to go.

and he has a complete 15

Another illustration of the

use of this equipment is the case of

a

small road camp

that had a PF set as the only means of communication.

In

camp they used the permanently installed half-wave antenna

and the kitbox batteries, but during bad fireweather periods

15.

when working some little distance from camp they carried the 15 pound radioohone outfit out on the job, each

morning and set it up to keep contact with the fire detection organization during the day and brought the set into
camp each evening after work where it was again hooked up

for the evening and early morning schedules.

This saved

holding the men in camp during dangerous fire weather.
Type SPF Radiophone
This unit employs the same transmitter as the PF.
The receiver section is entirely new and is a sensitive

5-tube superheterodyne which requires less skill to operate
than is necessary with the PF receiver.

It

can be oper-

ated on the same batteries as the type PF, that is, with
'1portable" or ukitboxrt batteries.

that

It

is not

recommended

"portable" batteries be used, except in emergency,

as the battery drain is greater than on the PF.

This

unit is suitable for tstandbyt operation with "kitbox" or

heavy-duty batteries, as it has
The

S1-F

a

built-in loud speaker.

has a definitely greater communication range than

the PF and is recommended to take the place of the PF

where back packing is unnecessary or at most, where it is
limited to short distances.

The SPF with carrying bag and

portable batteries weighs about 20 pounds.
and both

kitbox1 and "Portable" batteries the weight is

approximately 50 pounds.
PF kitbox.

With kitbox

The SPF kitbox is similar to the

The type SPF is recommended for field use in

Figure

S

P F

4

RADIOPHONE
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preference to the types P or PF wherever the additional
weight of the type SPF is not objectionable.
Type M Radiophone
The type M radiophone has been consolidated and sim-

plified so that the transmitter, receiver, and loudspeaker are all built in one unit.

It

is

a

voice and code

transmitter-receiver, weighing about 125 pounds.
ted working range is about 50 miles.

Comet Pro, USFS Model is being used.

current
It

-

60 cycle A.C.

The receiver is a

At present Hammerlund

highly selective superheterodyne.

on a 110-120 volt,

The ra-

-

The type M operates

ordinary commercial

not on batteries or other direct current power.

may be plugged into any light socket or outlet where

alternating current,

(A.C.) is available.

volt Ä.C. is not available,

ere 110-120

either of the two portable

generator units listed below may be used as a source of
power for the type M.

The M radiophone has been especial-

ly designed for communication with the field from Super-

visors

headquarters and central equipment depots, and

for use as a centrál communication station on large project fires.

Type M sets may be exrected to cause interference
over a radius of several hundred miles and should never

be used except where lower powered sets will not furnish

satisfactory communication.

Where M sets are used they

should be adjusted to emit the minimum power that will

give satisfactory service.

TYPE M RADIOPHONE
}

i:re

Figure

700

7

WATT GENERATOR

500 WATT GENERATOR
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Portable Generators
Two portable generator units are commercially

available for use where commercial A.C. electric current is not available.

Each consists of a self-excited

self-±'egulated A.C. generator driven by a Briggs &

Stratton gas engine which will supply current to operate the type M radiophone and any ordinary A.C. re-

ceiver of the short-wave or all-wave type.

watt unit weighs about 90 pounds

weighs about 105 pounds.

arid

The 500-

the 700-watt unit

The 700-watt unit is recom-

mended because of greater capacity and dependability.
Ultra-High Frequenc

Radio Equipment

Ultra-high frequencies (UHF) have the limitation of
being good only over optical, or nearly optical ranges.
For example, usually it is not possible to communicate

between two points when the optical path between the
antennas at the respective stations ïs obstructed by a
hill or mountain.

But where it is possible to use UHF

eciuipment it offers many advantages over the ordinary

short-wave radio.

There is practically no fading nor sta-

tic; the equipment can be made quite light and compact;

the antenna is short, being of the order of 15 feet; re-

ceiver battery drain is small enough that !tstandbytt

operation of battery receivers is possible.

By using

one frequency for transmitting and another for receiving,
a

pair of stations may. be operated "duplex", that is,

talk and receive simultaneo1$iy.

UHF lends itself adiilrably to linking up emergency
lookouts with the regular lookout system.

It has also

been used successfully for communication nets on large
project fires.

Two-way communication with moving vehicles is also
possible.
UHF operation is still quite new.

Almost daily new

tubes, parts and technique are being developed.

In order

to keep step with this progress and take advantage of new

developments in circuits and parts, the Forest Service is

making sweeping revisions in its ultra-high frequency
equipment at relatively frequent intervals.

Therefore,

the following description of Forest Service UHF radio-

shortly with respect to equip-

phones
ment details,

though the same general types herein listed

will be continued in a gradually improved form.
Type T Hadiophone ?ransmitter-Receiver (UHF)
The type T radiophone transmits and receives voice
only.

It weighs from 50 to 100 pounds,

type of batteries used.

miles over

2tical

paths.

depending on the

Rated working range is about 100
The set is designed for stand-

by operation and has a built-in loudspeaker.

With this

set it is possible to talk and receive simultaneously

when working with another type T or U radiophone.

Numer-

ous battery combinations are available depending on the

type of service.

}iurA

rL

-

,.

0

ULTRA HIGH

TYPE T
FREQUENCY RADIOPHONE
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Tyne S Radiophone Transceiver (UHF)
The type

S

radiophone transceiver transmits and re-

ceives voice only; it weighs about 8 pounds.

The rated

working range is about 50 miles over optical paths.
Working with antennas close to the ground over level
ground the range may be reduced to no more than
miles.

This

st

3

or 4

will not work duplex as the same circuit

is used for both transmitting and receiving.

It has

been

used by smokechasers and by scouts and fire chiefs on
large fires.

Its principal features are its portability

and the quickness with which it may be put in operation.

Type S sets have occasionally been used for two-way com-

munication with moving vehicles.
Type A Radiophone (UHF)
The type A radiophone has been especially.designed
to meet Forest Service requirements

in airplane use.

It

can be installed in practically any type of plane without

special tools or mechanical skill; will coimnunicate plane-

to-ground over limited distances even in unshielded planes.

Weight of complete radiophone including dynamotor but
exclusive of storage battery is about 40 pounds; operates
from a 6-volt storage battery or from the storage batteries

regularly incorporated in most planes.
The type A rad.iophone lends itself to automobile

installation for two-way communication from moving vehicles

under favorable topographic conditions.

Figure

9

TYPE S PORTABLE ULTRA HIGH
FREQUENCY RADIOPHONE COMPLETE
WITH ALL ACCESSORIES

TYPE A ULTRA

HIGH

FREQUENCY RADIOPHONE
Figure

lO
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.Tce U Radiophone
This is an A.C. operated ultra-high frequency radio-

phone transmitter-receiver especially intended for central
station use such as at central fire dispatcher offices.
The unit is 19 inches wide, 4 feet 9 inches high and 12
The approximate shipping weight is

inches deep.
pounds.

It has an output

is furnished

of about 20 watts.

300

No antenna

with the unit as the antenna for each instal-

lation should be built at the location where the set is
to be used to conform to the physical limitations of the

location.

Wherever the outlying stations to be comrnuni-

cated with are all within one general direction from the
U set (an arc of 180 degrees or less) directional or

abeam" antennas should be used.

The outstanding feature of this unit is its simpli-

city of operation.

When a call is received on the stand-

by loudspeaker it is only necessary to pick up the handset to answer.

Lifting the handset automatically turns

on the transmitter.

The U set communicates with the types T, S, A and U

radiophones and works uduplexfl, that is, talks and receives simultaneously with the type T and other U sets.

Figure

1]

TYPE U ULTRA HIGH
FREQUENCY RADOFHONE
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Radio in State and Private Organizations
State and private use of radi

has not been so ex-

tensive as has that of the federal government.

There are

about 65 state and private radio stations used exclusively
for forest protection communication compared to an

esti-

mated three or four thousand government stations of the
same category.

(1)

Probably one reason for this disparity in number of
radiophones is that non-federal government forest protection agencies are subject to greater regulatory restrictions than is the federal government.

The communications

act was passed before the value of radio as a forest pro-

tection tool was recognized; hence no provision was made
for it.

Moreover uforestry!t was not recognized as

"services' in the sense the federal communications

a

recog-

nizes service, consequently no radio channels In the

larly allotted bands were set aside for "forestry"
rnunication.

regu-

corn-

All this has resulted in the unfortunate

situation that,

though government and non-government for-

est protection agencies are faced with essentially the
saine

problems,

existing laws and regulations do not per-

mit the non-governmental agencies to use radio communica-

tion with a freedon comparable to that enjoyed by the

federal government.
All, or nearly all of the state and private forestry

radio stations are located in the eastern half of the

United States.

Some of the less mountainous states,

22.

notably Maryland and New Jersey have experimental radio
licenses to use ultra-high frequency radio.

They are

using it for two-way inter-lookout and mobile communication.

(1)

In the southern states there are a few one-way radio

systems licensed on a special emergency frequency.

systems are similar to a

"polices'

These

system in that there is

but one central transmitter, by means of which orders are

issued to mobile field units equipped with receivers onlr.

2.
RADIO INTERFERENCE

With Increasing use of radio, especially of the

ultra-high frequencies, interruptions of Forest Service
radio communication by various noise-producin5. devices,
such as heating pads, neon signs, electric motors and

diathermy apparatus, are becoming more and more prevalent.
The diathermy apparatus (machines for producing artificial

temperature in patients) is becoming one of the worst
offenders because of the use of such machines is spreading rapidly and because the interference range of the

equipment is considerable.

These machines have created

heavy interference over distnces of several hundred
miles.

Medical men as a group are very cooperative in reducing interference from medical apparatus, when the inter-

ference is brought to their attention.

The remedy is

usually to shield the equipment room and insert chokes in
all wires leading into the room.

Occasionally, however,

an owner or user of diathermy apparatus refuses to quiet
it.

Almost invariably this

titude is a result of his

ignorance of hio responsibilities.
When all other means fail, it may be helpful to refer the diathermy owner to section 301 of the Comiunica-

tion Act of 1934.

(2)

This section appears to give the Federa] Government

power to abate radio interference.

It has not yet been

passed on by the courts and at the present time it is not

24.

desirable officially to take action under the above section.

Nevertheless, it does have value as

a

moral force.

25.

SUMMAR
Radio is not a cure-all.
take the place of a telephone.

Ordinarily it does not
In fact, where tele-

phone cin be used, it will generally be found that the
service is more satisfactory than radio.

Radio is in-

valuable as a supplement to the telephone system and
where telephones cannot be used, but as far as
see into the future,

I

can

radio is not going to supplant the

telephone.

Respectfully submitted,

R.

M.

King

APPENDIX

26.

Figure

12
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Courtesy TJ.S.F.S.
Hadio Trailer, Right Front.

27.

Figure

13

CourtiU.SF.S.
Radio Trailor, Inside From Rear.

'SO.

Figure

14

r

Courtesy
Interior of radio tent, Type M
Radiophone.
Bandon Fire, Oct. 9, 1936.
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29.

Figure

15
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Courtesy
Hadio on Bandon

Fire Line

C.U.C., Oct. 12, 1936.
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30.

Figure

16

Oourtesr U.S.F.S
Temporary Radio

Installation

In Airplane.

l.
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